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Looking at the options, I guess I'm in a minority. I never liked the cheap plastic feel of the turn
by turn voice navigation. For my last car (VW Touareg) I saved upwards of $6000 by getting a
surround sound system with a built in navigation system. It wasn't super comfortable to sit in,

but it worked. As I get older and have less and less energy I'm not as interested in
entertainment as I once was. A vehicle's entertainment system is designed to keep the driver

engaged and interested. That said, this is a great product and the automotive market would be
a lot more competitive if more manufacturers priced vehicles well and didn't require premium

factory parts for what is essentially a standard issue feature. This may or may not be in the
same boat as other comments, but my XM Navigation does NOT track my speed even though I
keep it set on HHD for my XM. I know that I have it set on HHD because my MMI speedometer
will read the speed. Is there a setting that I am missing here? but those things aside, the saab
9-3 delivers a good driving experience and a nice interior design. and while the saab 9-3 might

not get a lot of attention from the general public, it is a strong contender in the luxury sport
compact segment. so far, there is no info on when the saab 9-3 will become available for

purchase. it's still owned by swedish auto manufacturer saab automobile, which was sold to a
chinese group in 2011. the first year of sale was 2011, according to its website. there is no info

on when the new owner will begin to sell the cars.
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